
 
Troubadour 2.0 Sales Technical sheet

We kept all of the great patented features and added12 Design Upgrades

1. It’s dropped 2.5lbs! Down to 5.5lbs in overall weight.

2. Weight reduced from the desk to make it much more balanced, and no longer top 
heavy. 

3. Superior scratch resistant paint

The Tripod 2.0  has 3 significant upgrades: 

4. Bigger tubes from top to bottom for greater stability. 

5. "Superior Pro Clutch" – This superior design utilizes a mechanism that completely 
wraps the tube section and secures it firmly with a strip-resistant, easy-secure thumb 
screw fastener.

6. Superior tube stops – give more stability when tube sections are extended. 

The Desk itself has 5 design upgrades.  

7. The Desk Material is a Thicker reinforced Aluminum, making it over 2lbs lighter than 
the previous model, and super bend-resistent.  

8. The new desk dimensions are now a conventional 20” x 13” with a 2” lip. (formerly 
21.5” x  14” )This resizing upgrade advantage gives it the ability to accommodate 
“Stand out” shelf extensions, as well as Portastand Universal Shelf extensions.  

9. New sleek design rear bracket.  

10. New Ergonomic thumb screw for convenient tension adjustment.  

11. Thicker, Reinforced desk leg.  

New heavy-duty Display Boxes 

12. We’ve upgraded the Display boxes with: A. thicker cardboard, B. Lock-tuck end 
panels that secure without tape, C. Beautiful graphics with a rear panel designated to 
show all of the product selling features. 
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Product Description
At Portastand, we hold a general belief that if it can’t withstand a minor breeze, it’s not a music stand. For our flagship Troubadour 2.0, we 
took that idea to the next level. Its black powder-coated aluminum desk supports orchestral scores, laptops, tablets, and auxiliary equipment 
without so much as a whimper. Its exclusive custom tripod, now featuring our Superior Pro Clutch design, goes low enough for the seated 
classical guitarist and high enough for the standing string player. Its patented, tailor-fit 1000D Cordura Nylon Desk cover with it’s Wind 
resistors, removable shoulder strap, 3 over-size rear pockets, pencil and tripod storage features is weatherproof, tour-proof, and 
student-proof—all while dutifully schlepping everything from your expensive Tablet to the kind of orchestra-sized scores that strike fear into 
the hearts of even the burliest percussionists. Take away the all-metal tripod and it doubles as a tabletop stand. And of course, like any 
Portastand product, it folds up like it’s auditioning for Cirque du Soleil, weighing an astonishingly light 5.5 pounds for easy carrying. So take a 
load off, ye weary traveler—the Portastand Troubadour 2.0 is the third bicep you always wanted.

INCLUDES:
• Troubadour all-metal desktop & tripod
• Pair of Wind Resistors
• Pencil and tripod storage feature
• Removable shoulder strap
• 4 cover color choices: black, blue, 

burgundy, and dark green

TECH SPECS:
• Desk Dimensions: 20″W x 13″H x 2″D
• Height Range: 24″ to 58″
• Extended Tripod Radius: 24″
• Weight: 5.5 lbs
• Adjustable desk angle of 180 degrees

http://portastand.com/?product=wind-resistors
http://portastand.com/?product=wind-resistors

